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1. Intrgduction 

One of the malO paradoxes of the contemporary physics 
of elementary particles 15 the apparent incompatibility of 
two maIn theoretical foundations: on the one hand the theory 
of general relativity which connects the force of gravity to 
the structure of space-time, on the other hand the theory of 
quantum mechanics. General relativity has been developed 
mainly to understand phenomena on a cosmic scale and the 
evolution of universe, whIle quantum mechanIcs regards 
mainly the atomic, subatomic and subnuclear world; this 
latter theory has been formulated for three of the four 
fOlces of nature, namely the stI:oog, weak and 
electromagnetlc interactions. In recent times llnlflcat~on of 
electromagnetic and weak interactions has been reache~ 
through gauge theoI lea and one can try to include also strong 
interactions. GravitatIon appears to be the more elusIve to 
include in a true unification with all the other 
interactions and thi5 may be due to the fact the energy at 
whIch gravIty and quantum effects become of comparable 
strength, that is the energy at which one may hope to have 
unificatIon of graVItational Interaction with the other 
interactions IS given by the so-called Planck energy 

But perhaps the main difficulty for unifYing gravitation 
with other interactions lies in more deep property of this 
phenomenon known as 'force of gravity'. In fact, according 
to Einstein, ~ ll. lll!.t i!. lli!;.e. at all but is an 
intrinsic property of the space and time: this follows from 
the chief, very peculiar fact, that is the famous 
"equivalence principle" for which inertIal and graVItatIonal 
masses are eqUIvalent. 

So we are faced with the sitUatIon for which whIle 3/4 
of modern physics (the physics of strong, weak and 
electromagnetic interactions acting at a microscopical 
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level) a~e successfully described at present in the 
framework of a flat and rigid space-time structure, the 
remaining 1/~ (the macroscopic physic5 of gravity) needs the 
introductlon of a curved, dynamic geometrical baCkground. 

In order to overcome this dichotomy, first of all we 
will try to extend the geometrical principles of general 
relativity also to microphysics, with the aim to establish a 
direct comparison, and possibly a connection, between 
gravity and the other interactions. Now we know that in 
general relativity matter is represented by the 
energy-momentum tensor which provides a description of the 
mass density distribution in space t1me, 50 that the 
mass-energy concept Is sufficient to define the properties 
of the classical, macroscopic bodies; but if we go down to a 
microscopical level, we find that matter is formed by 
elementary particles whlch are characterized not only by 
mass but also by a spin. In that case, therefore, the 
energy-momentum tensor alone Is no longer suffiCient to 
characterize dynamically the matter sources, but also the 
spin density tensor is needed and the simplest and more 
natural way to take account of the spin 1n the Einstein 
theory, 1s the introdUctIon of torsion, that is the 
antisymmetr1c part of the affine connection. 

Of course this does not exhaust the problem to 
reconcile quantum rnechan1cs with gravity and the aim of this 
course Is to understand better the influence of quantum 
effects on gravity, or, V1ceversa the influence of 
grav1tat1onal f1elds on the quantum mechanics. This route 
seems to constitute a fUrther step toward unification 
of all forces, includ1ng gravity and we belIeve also that 
the argument of quantum mechanICS in curved space 
constltutes a necessary step to go toward the more difficult 
subject of quantum gravIty. We like to understand better the 
influence of external gravitational fIelds on quantum matter 
and for that reason we have chosen to inguire what happens 
1n the final state of an evaporating black hole. It is a 
problem that is strictly connected with the study of quantum 
fields in the presence of strong gravitational fields. We 
can say that the massive modes of closed superstr1ng 
theorIes may play a c~ucial role in the last stages of black 
hole evaporation, and if the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy 
descr1hes the true statistical entropy (the true degeneracy) 
of an evaporatlng black hole, it becomes favo~able 
(entropically) that the black hole makes a transition to an 
excited state of massive string which, in turn, can decay to 
massless ~ad1ation, avoiding the nakea singularity and also 
preserv1ng quantum coherence as we will see. 

2. ~ h2.l.e.. evaporation 

Are well known the cons ldera t 10n of Hawk i ng 111 about 
the evolut1on of Quantum field in background metric of 
classical black hole. He find that particle creation takes 
place and hIS semiclassical treatment of evaporation IS 
valid if Schwarzschild rad1us » Compton wave length i.e. 

GM/c
2 » h/Kc, or GM2

/(hc) » 1. 
This quantity is also proportlonal to the 

area of the black hole. Emitted particles build 
spectrum and are uncorrelated among themselves. 
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hole loses masses, its tempe~ature rises, 

accelezates (the rate is pzoportional to 

approaches the Planck mass (hc!5 IG)j,./2 

Howevez at this stage the Compton length 

and evaporation 

H-z ) as mass 

:::t: 10.lPGev). 
is compazable 

to the Schwarschiid zadius, i.e. GM/cz ~ hlKc 

for M Mpl.' i.e. GK:1./hc % 1, so that a quantum 
treatment of the gravitational field 15 requIred. The 
sem~classica1 appzoach would suggest explosive decay of 

bl:=k hole of mass Mp~ (temperat~r:./z:::t:: (11k) (f\c~/G)~./z ~ 
10 ) in a burst of duration (hG/e) ~ 10-4Bsec. In 
the absence of any conservation law prohIbItIng the decay 
one might expect decay into various elementary field quanta. 

This explosive disappearance when H reaches Mpl. would 

leave behind residue of thermal radiation which is a mixed 
state,in quantum mechanics term, i.e. the initial pure state 
has evolved into a mixed state of thermal radiation as seen 
by an obsezver at infinity. Such conversIon would violate 
the fundamental tenets of quantum mechanics in flat space 
such as loss of quantum coherence; it appears also 
inconsistent with quantum unitary postUlate: "time evolution 
is governed by unitary operator in Hilbert space of states" 
which will be maintained in a p~atlcal1y stable remnant. The 
emitted quanta are an uncorre1ated ensemble and cannot be 
described by a single wave function; some information about 
emitted radiation is contained inside event horizon in the 
form of correlations between photons absorbed by black holes 
and those emitted to infinity; i.e. unitary postulate is 
maintained by correlating each state ~n of radiation with 

a corresponding state ~n of black hole so that the joint 

system has a well defined overall wave function 

I .. ,ot> EAn I";~ >< 14>~"> that is we have a quantum 
state inside a black hole combined with thermal state 

of radiation to construct a pure state I¥\OL> so that 

the unitarity is maintained. 

Hawking process consists of pair creation in strong 
gravitational field, that 15 one membez is emitted to 
infinity and the other is staying neaz horizon. When the 
degrees of freedom of the black hole are integrated out, 
external radiatlon is described by a densIty matrix Prod 
EIAnI21'1'~~ <\-;""1 (only stationary states found for a 

black hole are consistent with the statistIcal nature of 
thermal radiation suggesting continous random emission of 
thermal radiation). If the residual mini black hole 
disappears completely by decaying into ordinary particles we 
viII be deprived of the large reservoIr of states in the 
black hole whIch is required for the construction of the 
overall wave function; the whole system will be described 
by the density matrix and unitary postulated 1s violated. 
Again as the in1tial and final states do not contain black 
holes we have to abandon even the weak assumption that 
an S-matrlx exIsts between arbltrary init1al and final 
asymptotiC states, that is as the black hole evaporates, 
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the entropy «(GM2 /hcl k, decreases continously. 
In order to preserve unitarity and coherence, residual 

mini black hole should not decay completely. Stable remnant 
should survive. Final state Is not known but it Is 
reasonable to assume from time reversal invar~ance that 
flnal state consists of pa4ticles not more exotic than the 
ones that made the black hole in the beginning. 

There are essentially three possibilities: 
a) the final state of evaporation may leave behind a naked 
singular~ty. This entails violation of cosmic censorship at 
quantum level [2] 
b) black hole may evaporate completely leaving no re~ldue 
givlng rise to serious problem with quantum consistency 
described above; moreover by CPT theo~em if the~e is no 
singularity initially, system must return to state with 
no singularity 
c) stable remnant or residue of around Planck mass might 
remain; semiclassical back reaction and surface correction 
terms suggest that emission process might stop, but still 
better, and surely more physical, one may consider the 
posslbil~ty of a Hpl black hole with spin (h). 

For a black hole with mass and spin of a s/Mc, s being 
total spin, the black hole temperature is given by 

f\2 (H2_ a2:).1./2 

(1) 

and can be zero for M = a. 

For M = Mpl ' indeed, we have GMp /c2 
.:::!I: tl./MpLc , i.e. H = a 

that is T'oh 0 for Planck mass black holes provided 

they have a spin of h. So in that case black holes may 
indeed be stablel With the attainment of zero temperature 
such black holes would stop radiating and may be stable. 

A natural way of understanding spin effects in 
gravitation is through torsion. The modification of the 
metrIc by inclusion of torsion can be expressed as: 

2GM 3G2
s

2 

1 - ---+ 
Rc 2 2R·c'" 

(2) 

The surface gravity of a black hole with torsion can be 
written as [31: 

GM 
x ( -

3G
2

s
2 

+ ----) ·canst. 
2c·R.5 

(3) 

For a mass M (hc/G)j ..... z and radius R (hG/c9) 1./2, 

the Planck length, zero surface gravity would correspond to 

z 
S (4 ) 

implying that for a spin s ~ h, for such a black hole, the 
surface gravity and hence the temperature vanishes. Thus in 
this case the torsion effects which enter with opposite 
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sign, cancel those of gravIty. ThIS gIves a minimum radius 

be i ng the spin 

denslty, the torsIon term In eq.(2) would correspond to that 

of an effective cosmological term of type 

corresponding temperature belng of the form 

K e 
), vanIshing fo< particular A

eofC
, i.e.for 

B 

Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric. The entropy of this residual 
black hale of Planck mass and spin h, would be ~ Ka l so that 

the entropy of these black holes is quantized in units of 
K Just as their spin is quantIzed in units of h. 

B, 

It is to be noted that only black hales with 
transform into a massive strIng (also an object of 
specific heat) as massive strings Inevitably have 

spin can 
negative 
angular 

momentum proportional to M2, the same as for black holes 
with maximum spins. Otherwise we would have VIolation of 
angular momentum conservation. In all such transition, 
entropy would change in discrete units of KHo Now, if this 

were the case then all prImordial black holes formed with 

mass «(hc,c/OzH
o

)J./3 (- 5.10149., Ho being the Hubble's 

constant I quite insensitIve to Ho going as Hol/3) would 

be Planck mass remnants I For the scale invariant 
perturbations in the early universe the number density of 
black holes in the initial mass range (H, M + dM) (with P 

yp equation of state) is dn = (~ - 2) ObhPcM~o-2 M-(1 dM where 

Pc is the critical density and ~ = (Jy-l)/(2+y), MHo cat 

the horizon mass, y = 1/3 (1 = 5/2 in early universe. 
That means that the number density of Planck mass relicts 
left by evaporation of prImordial holes Is [4]: 

(5) 

where M~n is the mass of lnitially formed black holes. 

-. em • ( 6) 

So we have seen that Planck mass black hole'S may 
undergo a transition to a massive superstring. As string 
theory yIelds general relativity in low energy limit, this 
suggests that the Riemann geometry is embedded in a more 
general geometric structure. As a black hole is an excited 
state of graVitational field in general relatiVity, it can 
make a quantum transition to a new geometry. Again string 
theories unify all interactions supposedly at about Planck 
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energles and that too in ten dImensions. So our understandIng 
of the final state must incorporate these aspects. 
Fundamental object ~n string theorIes is one-dimension 
extended structure characterIzed by a string tension 

l/H:
l 

and interact~on strength g. The~r excitatlon 

spectrum lncludes an infinite tower of massive states with 
exponentially rising level startIng at Mptl 

Now as regards the string tension we have some 
interesting impllcatlons in the context of strong gravity 
theory when considering also the dual models of hadrons [5]. 
In fact in the zero slope limit dual resonance models 
reduce to lagrangIan field theories of the Yang-Mills or 
gravitational type. 

In particular l the quantum theory of gravity (for e.g. 
the Gupta-Feynman theory) can be obta~ned as a zero-slope 
lImit of the generalized Virasaro-shapiro model where the 
Regge intercept is fixed at two. One way to demonstrate such 
a correspondence involves computlng the amplitude for 
graviton compton scattering both In the Virasaro model as 
well as In linerized general relativ1ty through 
Gupta-Feynman Quantization [6]~ The two expressions ag~ee 
provided the ~dentification 

2 

g '" R 
G (7 ) 

15 ma~e. Here 9
2 ~s the strong interaction coupling (given 

as 9 the .::.: l)1 aM: is the unive:rsal Regge slape (related 

to the supestring tens10n~) and G is the gravitational 
constant. So in general the corr~spondence between dual 
resonance model and Yang-MIlls-Einstein theory leads to such 
a relation between the gauge (strong) coupling constant and 
the gravitational constant through the Regge slope 0., As 

g2 ~ he, we see that this gives: 

'" R 
G/he (8 ) 

and in order to agree with the observed slope of Regge 

trajectory {i.e. a
R 

= 1 (Gev)-z)1 lt is necessary that G be 

the strong gravity coupling constant G G
f 

6.7 1030 

c,g.s.units. 
The Regge trajectories of haarons given by a relation 

of type J{H) = tll
R

M21 1S cons~stent with the observed mass 

spectroscopy of a large number of hadronic resonance 

states lying on these traJectories. The above spectrum can 
also be interpreted as the spectrum of the rotatIonal states 
of a string with the string tension p related to the strong 
g%avlty constant by [7]/[8J: 

'" a '" . 
We can also observe that dual models 

limitIng temperature as related to OlR as: 

(9) 

give 

T 

the constant of proportlonality being the Boltzmann constant 

K
B

, The degeneracy of the Nlh energy level of the string is 

given for large N by asymptotic formula peN) constantA(N) 
exp(HN/T

H
) where T. Is the Hagedozn limiting temperature; If 
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we llse for oR the expression given by strong grav~ty we get 

[9] 

T Cl/K
B

) {hC~/G)1/2 (10 ) 

which agrees w1th the Hagedorn temperature given by the dual 
model. 

Ent~opy of a black hole of energy E Is Sbh ~ 4nE2 

and entropy of a massive string mode of energy E Is: 
S a In E + bE wi th a 10 and b rr( 2 

.. t.I''''''9 

~)al/2 for heterotic string. All units are in Planck 
units. 

In order that there is no information loss, true 
degeneracy of a black hole which has evaporated down to 

Planck mass is - exp(4nM2
} »degeneracy of massive string 

modes of energy E given by E-J.°exp{bE) where E ::!o: EpLSO it 1S 

unllkely for a black hole to transform into masslve str1ng 
modewithaut also radiation, but when its mass is less than 
rMp' SbCE) < SQ(E), then the transition becomes hIghly 

probable. 
Specific heat of massive 5tring C (l/Tz) CE2 /a) 

is negative! Specif~c heat of a black hole dM/dT 1/T2 
is also negative. Gas consisting of massive superstring 
excitations behaves in many respects like a black hole, i.e. 
black hole and maSS1ve string excitations can never be 1n 
thermal equilibrium with an infinite heat reservoir. A body 
wIth negative specif1c heat can be in equ1librium with a 
finIte heat hath. For a black hole the condition for a 
stable equilIbrium is that energy of heat bath 
(i.e.radiation) be less than 1/4 mass of the black hole. The 
corresponding condition for equilibrium of maSS1ve 
excitations of heterotIc string with massless modes of a 
radiation can be obtained. 

In ten dimension space-time energy of massless gas of 
bosons and fermlons Is 

E = O'VT
10

; cr -= (8n:i/J46S) [nb + (I - 1/2iP')nr) where fib IS 

the number of bosons and fif 1S the number af fermions. The 

most probable values of Egt.' Ey max~mize S.l + Sr.a.d 

this happens when the second de~lvatIve of total 

~~~~t~ve~ n = 4032, ~ = 6 10· and S is very high) 
b , 

and 

1s 

We can study the various phases of a three 
system (blach holes, string and radiation) [lOJ. 
three distinct phases: (I) black hole and 

component 
We have 

radiation, 
(2) string and rad1ation (3) pure radlation~ 
Total energy E in a volume V Is: 

Phase (1) Ebh+ra.d. crVT" 1/ C BnT) 

S ~ 4/3 (C'VT") + 1/(16ITT') (11) 
bh.,.rad. .. 

E.t.+ra.d. = O'VT + aT/{bT-l) Phase (2) 

S~+~Qd4/3(C'VT·)+ baT/(bT-1)-(~/T)(bT-1) (~2) 
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Phase (J) Er.:u:l. 

S "," 
(13) 

We have Sbn+ra.d. I SlIl+ra.d and Srad. as function of E and V. 
Given E and V the system with higher S would be preferred. 
There is a critical volume above which only the radiation 
can be in thermal equilibrium for both systems: black hole + 
radiation and massive strlng + radiation. For black holes + 

radiatlon l as is known l V =9 220aE~/125 and for strings + 

radiation aVe (E + 3a;2b - D)b4 (D - 5a/2b)*/(D - 3a/2b)4 

with 0 = [4Ea/b + (3a/2b)2]~/2. The two critical volume 

curves intersect at E :::: 7 Epl and V 10
5 in Planck 

units. Below this value of EI Ve for string plus radiation 

is higher than that for black hole + radiation. Thus a black 
hole bathed in radiation with total E ~ 5 MpL can, if the 

volume increases slowly, undergo a phase transition to 
enter a string and radiation phase. For further increase in 
volume l the massive strings will evaporate to pure 
radiation. 
Thus in this thermodynamic process black hole has evaporated 
through its transition to a string phase and if the 
string theory is free of singularity (but thIs 15 not 
yet known also if conceivable) no singularity will be 
left. If superstring unification of gravity with other 

interactions takes place at ~ Mp~ then it is 

necessary to include other degrees of freedom associated 
with massive string excitation to understand final 
stages of black hole evaporatlon. 

The above energy levels and correspondIng degeneracies 
are confined to a space volume takeh as 9 dimensions.Energy 
and entropy are correlated to volume and temperature like 
photon gas except that the space is 9-dimensional and the 
2 polarization states of photons replaced by 8064 fold 
degeneracy of massless string {1/2 of the states are 
fermionic}. 

E .usn 9Q V T:~(g) 

lOa v T:"p> a 
(14) 

8 n"/15 

Gas temperature ~ string temperature 

For subsystem consisting of all 
heaviest strings the energy is 
Energy is 

E M + E 
N 9 

heaviest string. The dependence of 

S(N,V,M) SN + S~ at f1xed 
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we have the cases: 
al M ) MN: system domInated by gas of mas less strings 

b)for Increasing N entropy increases: system 
dominated by one strIng 

cl Entropy is not a monotonic function of N: in general 
both massive string and gas of massless strings in 
equIlIbrium are Important. For Tg < T

H
, massless strings 

dominate. 
Even at T T 

9 K 
massive strings contribute less than 

0.3' to entropy. Gas must be in state for which 

Q V T .0 The result depends on 
H 

M 
lol 

r M'l~· We choose r 10 

Using mean square radius for bosonIC string in dimension 
fox high N, is natural to assume the volume (V) laIger than 
volume of 9-dimensional sphere of radius R(N), otherwise the 
string would not fit the radiation box. 

This gIves 

Mil.. O.2...,z-'P 

Mat/M
tot 

<7 105 
v-?/P 

which is a negligible fraction of total energy of strinq 
gas. Possibility of the black hole going over directly into 
heavy string without massless strings has problems with 
conservation laws like angular momentum. Black hole nearing 
the end of Is Ilfe usually Is assumed to have zero angular 
momentum and heavy strings with J 0 don't exist. 

The most probable state of system of non-interacting 
heterotic strings in a box of volume V I may be a single 
strlng# O~ a heavy st~ing in equilibrium with a gas of 
massless strIngs, or a gas of massless strings. 

Each of these at low mass has an entropy which is 
higher than the entropy of a black hole having the same 
mass. 

The d-dimensional Schwarzschi1d-de Sitter metrics: 

G M F(d) A r 
2 

dS' (1 ~) dt
2 - - d-a r 

(15) 

(1 
G M F(d) A r2 -.1 

~) dr' rZdo:'.t + -
d-. r 

generalize to higher 
analysis of solutions 
Higher dimensional de 
intrinsic temperature 

T 

dimensions the standard asymptotic 
to Einstein equations in 4 dimensions. 
Sitter space behaves as though it has 

(16) 

For given values of A # the number of space dimensions 
tends to decrease the de Sitter temperature. 
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For d-dimensional black holes: 

entropy scales as IX M(d-2)/(d-9) (that 15 as M21n 4-dlmensions) 

Schwarzschild radius scales as IX (2GM)~../(d-m 

and temperature scales as l/Md- a 

(2GM and 11M respectlvely for d 4). 
Effect of shadow state particles in E. E~ 

superstrings i5 to accelerate the decay of black holes by a 
factor of about [121. Compactified manifold with radius of 

curvature wlth 

R ) Rpl. or M > Mpl 
Considering higher dimensional black holes, the 

Schwarzschild solution for d-dimenslons Is given by (15). The 
temperature of higher dimensional black holes scales as 

1 
T '" that for d gives 

Entropy Bcales as S 

d 

I.e. 
by: 

s ~ HZ • Evaporation rate is 

4 gives M-
z

. 2 

Lifetime is ex fM-14d-d -udH 

the usual four-dimensional case, 

t 
h c' 

T 11M. 

for d = z4 gives 
M,4d-d -Z)that for 

d 

the lifetime is 

(17) 

4, 

given 

For the d-dimensional case, this generalIzes to: 

For d = 4 , we set the usual formula. As 

thIs can be written 

h 
. 

H'd - .d . 
t. 

c z . 
.d . M~~ -

(18) 

(19) 

Then for M ~ 102 Kpl black hole, the lifetime in d ~ 10 

dImension, for instance, Is » age of the universe, so 
it Is pzactically stable unlike in 4-dimenslons. This zalsea 
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the possibility of a stable remnant of the order of a few 
Planck masses of the evaporating black hole in higher 
dimenslons, solvlng problems of unitar1ty and coherence. 

The temperature of a 4-dimensional black hole is: 

h c' 
T 

8n: G K M . (20) 

Correspondingly for a d-dimensional black hole it is: 

(21) 

thus much reduc1ng the temperature for a black hole with 
M » MpL as compared to four dimensional case. 

For d "" 10 entropy Ms ......... , lifetime Mcss and 

temperature T IX M-"'. Thus temperatures are much lowered 
for higher dimensional black holes and life times much 
enlarged. Similarly for d-dimensional de Sitter space 

T ~ (21'1")-:1. [ (d - l)/A ]-1. ...... z i.e. temperature Is 

much lower for increase 1n d. 
For d-dlmensional black hole solutions of these models, we 
have that metric tensor has the form 

9
00 

1 - 2GK/R
1
d-a) and the Schwarzschild ra.dius 18 

(2GM)1./(d-S). Ent:ropy of hIgher d black holes sca1.es respect 
to M as S (X MCd-Z)/(d-aJ that for d "" 4 gives the usual 

S ~ HZ. Each Planck mass black hole has one unit of entropy. 
If we assume that in the earliest epoch the universe began 

with 1060 Planck mass black holes in d-dimenslons which 
evaporated to give the obsexved 4-dimensional entropy, then 

the total entz:opy S of the universe of 10
40 

MpL black 

holes would scale In d-dimensions as (M/H
p

\)Cd-Z)/ld-9> 

(lOdO)(d-2)/(d-S). This entropy when released by black hole 
evaporat ion cannot exceed SmLc::rova.v. in microwave 
background. I.e. Sm - 10a8, 

S .... 1060
-4,/9 "" lOBO; for d = 

For d 6 this gives 

we have - 10~ which is a 

few orders larger than that of the observed entropy 3m of 

the microwave background. For d = 2 no entropy release 
(an impossible situation) and for d = 3 S ~ infLnitel; 
d = 7 gives tao small an entropy. So as far as the entropy 
release In the d-dimensional black hales arising from the 
compactifled dimensional space In the early universe Is 
concerned, d "" 6 seems to be the optimum dimension of the 
compactified space. 

The scenario we have here is as falloW5: we already 
have an expandlnq four-dimensional space-time with several 
compactlfied objects of mass - Mp\.(strlngs, membranes etc.), 

in d compact dimensions which collapse to form black holes; 
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as when excited, these objects produce an energy spectrum of 
states with energies several times Planck mass. So the 
compactlfled objects collapse to form higher dimensional 
(d-dimensional) black holes which then evaporate to produce 
entropy, particles etc. This total entropy released on their 
evaporation must be comparable to that in the microwave 
background observed now. This would require d 6 for 
the dimension of the compact space as other values of d , 
as seen above, are inconsistent with the obsezved entropy. 
Again as entropy of black hole is connected with area, this 
might have to do with geometzical property of area In 
d-dimensions which as we shall see below is maximized for 
d 6. So the two plctures can be connected. 

5. hn. d1mension 1 

We have in fact another argument (13] that also leads 
to d = 6: it is an 'a priori' argument that can pt:ivilege 10 
space-time dimensions. 10 dimensions in all means 9 -+ 1 
that is 9 spatial dimensions. As we live in a th~ee 
dlmensional space, six dimensions must be hidden from vIew, 
thet:eby leaving only the four fami llar d imens ions of 
space-time to be observed. The six extra spatial dimensions 
must be curled up to form a structure so small that it 
cannot directly be seen. 

Now why SlX compact extra dimensIons appeat: to be 
preferted? We can observe that when we calculate the area of 
an hypersurface, we find that (referring to a unitary 
t:adlus) it is maximum when it is an esasulface [141. We know 
that there is a general principle in physics for which 
evet:y physical system tends to put itself in the state of 
minimum enet:gy. More genet:ally one use:!!i the superlative In 
ardeI to expt:ess in concise fOlm a genet:al principle which 
covers a great variety of phenomena. In this sense we say 
that a stralght line Is the "shortest P distance between to 
points (at: in a non-euclidean, curved space-time we speake 
of the "geodes lCl!), on the sphere such a path is the 
great-cIrcle route between two points: In this sense the 
statement that a physical system so acts that some fUnction 
of its behaviour is least (or greatest) is the stat:ting 
point fat: theoretical investigations. 

The mathematical formulation of the superlatives is 
usually that the lntegt:al of some function has a smaller.: (or 
larger) value for the actual performance of the system. This 
is the case of the action integral and we are led to the 
var.:iatlonal method: cettain Integral has to be minimized 01: 

maxImized; in other words we search for an I extreme' value 
of this integral 50 that it has elthet: a minimum or a 
maximum Cor a point of inflexion). Usually we can tell from 
the physical situation which of these cases are true. 

Now i£ we 1nvestigate the area of an hypersu:r£ace of a 
unitary radius we flnd out that it has a maximum value when 
it has six dimensions. To be more precise: let En be an 

n-dimensional space an(j Sn_:l an hypersurface whose volume Is 

V and surface area A. If we indlcate V as the area of 
n n 2 

the circle, Vg the volume of the sphere and Vn the 

n-hypet:volume we find: 
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TAB L E 

n A 
c, 

A
n
(l) 

2 2rrr 6,20 

J 1"r 
. 

12.56 

4 2rr2r.3 19.73 

5 nrlz:"'/J 26.31 

6 
• 5 

31. 00 rr r 

7 16n::lro /15 ll....O.2 

8 2rr"r 7 /6 32,46 

9 J21'f""rl:l/lOS 29.68 

10 ~n~rP/24 25.50 

40 2" 
.0 r!'U:I/19 1.44 10-7 
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V 
2k 

k 2, 
IT r 

k! 

In; 2k or n; 2k t 11 

1221 
rrl2k t 11 1 1 

where kl = 1 2 3 •.... k and 12k t 1111 135 7 •.•• 12x 
+ 1), while If we indicate Az as the circumference of a 

circle, AJ the a.rea of a sphere surface and Ar, the area of 

the Sn_t hypersurface in a n-space we find: 

Ix - 11 1 
A;;Vc+l 

(23) 
IT 12k -1) 1 1 

In = 2k or n 2k t 1). 
For unita:ry rad1us, (see Tab.!), the maximum area Is for 
hypersurface S6 (embedded In a 'J-dimensional space). 

In this context the natural unit of measure Is the Planck 
length. 

6. Imposslbillty.Q..f. deflatiQD 

A5 regards the vacuum dominance In a collapsing universe. 
for a Lorentz invar lant and general covar lant vacuum T I-JV we 

require at all temperatures (.s + P)vQ.C 0, so vacuum 

dominat1on is c:haractex:ized by p < 0, that is by negative 
pressure. In early universe the vacuum energy dominates 
radiation energy being Ii: ..,. 3p < 0, whenever temperature Tu 

falls below Tv' that 1S £u(Tul ~ ~,)T..). The period of the 

exponential expansion Is driven by negative pressure, 
negatIve energy becoming larger with increasing volume, 
resulting in creation of positive ene:tgy paticles. Entropy 

multlplication took place (to present ... 10
88 

) at reheating 
epoch when latent heat was released. 
Vacuum dominated de Si tter phase 15 only a supercooled state 
of metastable equllibrium. Supercooled state becomes vacuum 
dominated as soon as radiation temperature falls below T 
during the expanSlon of early unlverse. 

For contracting universe we would have the 
corresponding metastable supe:rheated phase, which always has 
p > 0 , which must be always :radiatlon dominated as only for 
p < 0, vacuum can domlnate. Thus in any contraction of the 
universe there can no deflation that 15 vacuum domination 
superheatlng leads to instabiltty aiding collapse. 

The mass of black holes accreting black body radiation 
in a collapsing universe, would dIverge in a finite time; 
the rate of accretion is [151: 

dM(t )/dt 

pit) 

2GMlt)/c' 

Rlt) 0< 1/Tlt) 0< It _t)<n. 
(24 ) 

substItuting, we see that M(t) dlve~ges so does entropy; 



black hole accret10n causes 1nstability in a collapsing 
universe. 

Now superstring theories are valid at very early expansion; 
in late stage of collapse as the universe contracts there 
would be phase transition to a system of massive' string 

excitations and we will have a co~responding rise in entropy. 
The gas consisting of massive superstring excitations 
behaves like a black hole with negative specific heat 

proportional to I/Tz. In ten dimens10n space-time of 
superstrings entropy denSity of a gas of bosans and f~rmians 
1s 

10 T~ (D,,'/34651 [n" + (1 - 1/2"ln,1 

(that is (1 - 1/Bln, (7/Bln, for 4-d1mens1on space-tIme). 

nb n
f 

4032 massless modes of heterotic strings 

6 10"'; T ~ MpL % 1092K and S 15 very high. 

Also in Klein KalUZa theories, the (4 t d ) dimensional 
scalar curvature R is the Lagrangian and the (4 t d) g~v(x) 

describes general relativity as well as gauge field 

in a compactif1ed manifold with radius of curvature given by 

R: a
g

R2 PLwhere c.t
g 

Is the gauge coupling constant. The 

entropy for n-dimension is S - const/h~. 
In the d-dimensional space, Planck spectral density is 

of the form: 

where 

is the d-dimensional Stefan-Boltzmann constant and (xl the 
Riemann zeta function. 
03 is usual Stefan-Boltzmann constant for three space 

dimensions that Is: 

2::'!!iK4 /15 h'c 
, 

5.67 lO-~ erg em -z deg 
-4 = • 

rr2Kz ,,"K 
8 
'T" 

e 

0", Jh (E.= 6h 
is the well-known case of 

one-dimensional thermal radiation ~.e. Johnson noise or 
Nyquist noise in electrical networks!) 

a .. 
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appropriate far 
1403325 h 25 

26-dirnensional bosonic strings! etc. 
Again the Schwarzschild metzic at may be 

modified by quantum corzections. So horizon is diffezent. 
For m-loop terms~ corrections are: 

ds z = - (1 - Eor. R n r-n + EE~ R n R zm r-(n-t-I'I"I»dt Z 
- etc. 

o n Sen n TIl nm sch pl 

For ~ >} RpL recovers the usual solution. These 

corrections would make the horizon fluctuate [12]. 
Again low energy limit of string theories give gravity 

with higher order curvature terms w~th dilatons. Here the 
corresponding Schwarzschild solution has smaller horizon. 
G.'t Hooft [161 has pOlnted out that black hole theory is 
related to string theory provided the string constant equal 
T 1/(8nG), ~ith negative sign however! We point out 
the correspondence between action leading to equation for 
oscillations of black hole horizon and the string action 
used in describing Veneziano amplitude~ provided T is 
identified as 1/(8nG). Thus end point of a black hole 
evaporating may be tied up with unificationo of 
interactions! 

It turns out that string corrections reduce the black 
hole temperature [17] w~th 

T constant anQ 

a' the string slope expansion parameter. One sets a 
vanishing value for temperature at a particular value of 

mass of black hole. Gauss-Bonnett corrections (R 2 

corrections) also have similar effects. Aga~n back reaction 
effect of Hawking radiation on the Schwarzschild geometry in 
the presence of massless gravlton, lowers the black hole 
temperature. 

For a number N of weak boson fields~ wIth a 

vacuum cantr~bution due to polarization of p ~ 41-N/7680 n 2
M4, 

the black hole temperatu~e approaches zero as mass M ~ 

(41 N/240 ~~}1"""2 which implies that T.:: 0 for M ::: 5M
pL 

in the case of superstring theory with N 496. In short 
there are several ways by which the terminal stage of black 
hole evaporation may be indefinitely prolonged! 

A mechanism fo~ considerably prolonging the lifetime of 
the remnant state of mass Mpl was suggested for 

instance by Carlitz [18] where the period of Hawking radiation 
is followed by much larger period during which remnant is 
radiated away, producIng a pure state with unusual long range 
cor.relatlons. 

There are also arguments against the decay: in fact if 
the remnant evaporates into N quanta, the average wave 

length of final N quanta is ~ A:It: (Kpt/N)-S. :a. N Rpt 

that is larger by a factor of N than the size af decaying 
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